Introduction
The "Carlos Graef Fernández Building" is home to the 5.5 MV CN-Van de Graaff accelerator at the Instituto de Física of the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (IFUNAM). The laboratory has recently been upgraded to extend the number of beam lines from 1 to 7. One of these beam lines has been devoted to the development of the supersonic gas jet target presented here. A supersonic jet target is essentially a well-defined high density region of a given gas within a chamber that can be coupled to a high vacuum system (an accelerator beam line) using a complex differential pumping system.
It's able to withstand all the beam current any accelerator could give without changing its properties, which makes it ideal for low count rate experiments. Similar systems have been successfully developed for nuclear physics experiments in the past [1, 2, 3, 4] . Our modular design allows for simple upgrades in the future.
The relative loss in density compared to a solid target can be largely compensated by the increased beam intensity that the target can stand, resulting in a net increase the counting rate on any experiment.
Experimental Methods
In figure 1 to the left, a top view sketch of the laboratory is shown. The beam from the vertical accelerator is deflected by a 90 degree analyzing magnet, shown at the left of the image. The beam passes through a magnetic quadrupole and a beam diagnostics unit until it reaches the switching magnet, where the beam can be directed to the line of the jet (the top one in the figure). Right after the valve isolating our beam line from the switching magnet there is a second diagnostics unit. Coupled operation of these two beam diagnostics units provide continuous information about the position and intensity of the beam delivered to our beam line.
The differential pumping system is a sequence of chambers with independent high vacuum systems. In between each chamber there is a 5mm circular aperture. This aperture is designed to be big enough to let most of the beam to go through and small enough to limit the gas flow (or throughput) from one chamber to the next.
This allows us to connect a high pressure region, the scattering chamber where the jet is located, with the high vacuum system of the accelerator (several orders of magnitude lower).
Past the scattering chamber, one last Faraday cup was used mostly for alignment optimization by in measuring the amount of beam that reached the end of the beam line. Typically 60% of the beam delivered to our beam line was transmitted through all chambers and apertures to the end.
The inside of the scattering chamber can be seen in the right side of figure 1. A rectangular nozzle was used, most of the gas gets caught by a central pipe that is connected to a high speed mechanical pump. The spilled gas is collected by a high speed Roots pumping system.
At the back of the picture, one of the EBS (elastic backscattering spectroscopy) detectors can be seen, placed at a 150 degrees with respect the front of the beam. As part of the alignment, a piece of paper was placed right before the nozzle, in order for the beam to burn it. As expected the beam burned the paper just below the nozzle, as seen in 1 right. Figure 2 shows a series of images taken from one of the used nozzles. A special technique (Schlieren [5, 6] ) was used in order to visualize the density differences in transparent media.
Results and conclusions
The used gas was air, the experiment was at a fluids laboratory, before the gas jet beamline was set. In this measurements the pressure at the exit of the nozzle is 1 Bar (≈ 1 atm). Once the ratio of the pressure at the entrance of the nozzle to that at the exit achieves a critical condition (around 2.5) the flow becomes supersonic. The first shock region or "tongue", is the region to be used as a target. We can conclude that height of the tongue increases non-linearly with the input pressure. The behavior can also be seen in the plot on the right side of figure 2. Figure 3 shows the results from the EBS experiments (using the setup seen in 1 right) with Air, argon and nitrogen. As expected, in the argon and nitrogen cases only one peak is present and aligned perfectly with their respective counter parts in the air experiment.
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Gas Jet Target Francisco Favela Additionally, we notice the oxygen peak in the air experiment. The data was subjected to SIMNRA [7] analysis which in turn allowed us to measure the air elemental abundance and the density of the jet.
